
Help! The respect asks for passage.

Slogan chosen by the students after a rain of 
ideas about the focus and the face of the 

project.



Everything we learned from these actions was born from a meeting in which 
the school motivated us to continue the project started in the 2016 Edition.

We gathered and received in different classes various materials to think 
about the traffic problem and how we could effectively do something to 

improve traffic safety in our city.

The ideas were coming up and we already separated the groups for the 
preparation.

The best thing was to learn that we received autonomy in the ideas and 
support in the initiatives that did not fit in the photos because it first 

impacted the students, the school and the community.

The main intention was to transform the driver's awareness, the safety of 
the pedestrian and the reality of traffic!



The investigations and survey of the most serious problems to be 
worked out were quickly lifted. We were separated in themes and 

each student had factors that affected Bauru's traffic.

While the 9th grade students researched the existing programs of the 
municipal spheres and the major problems of Bauru, we in the 1st

grade of high school selected the ideas that could turn into initiatives, 
while the 2nd and 3rd grades began the preparation of the materials.

All the observations converged to focus on pedestrian and cell phone 
use in traffic, so we decided that our actions would privilege the school 

pedestrian and school environment, which would benefit a huge 
number of people.



Science fair 2016
“ Awareness in transit “

Idea and Initiative of the students to expand the Traffic project to the studies 
that would be developed by the students for the Science Fair. The theme of 

each stand were chosen and developed by the students what resulted in a 
community visitation of approximately 2,500 people. The impact on the 
community was noticed in the survey done by the teams and they could 

measure how much the traffic is a reality that affects to us all and, in many 
cases, as a  tragic form by negligence.

For this reason the chosen approach aimed to raise awareness on the 
importance of respect attitude toward  the passerby!



All experiments were designed by 
the students to develop the 

responsibility of all visitors! From 
the environmental issue in vehicle 
maintenance to speed and impact 
simulation, all stands challenged 

visitors to improve their behavior.



Highlight: One of the 
teams called the 

military police and in 
partnership they 

brought the police car 
and a car with total loss 
because the driver was 

drunk.



900 students were 
involved and 

performed the 
Science Fair that 
was featured in 
the local media.



There were 60 stands arranged throughout the 
school that organized as a road showing all the 

students' work from Kindergarten to High School.



Disclosure Material
All phrases and motto of the Campaign was established by the students 

of High School.

With the main slogan: “HELP! Respect asks for passage” all posters, 
folders and  banners were thought by them.

The campaign t-shirt features the Campaign's image, thought by the 
students as a reference to the Beatles  famous pedestrian crossing lane 

and the song “Help”!



We thought that the material to be delivered, 
in our approaches should transmit objective 

and simple initiatives, which could avoid risks. 
So, we focused on a University of Virginia 

research that found that the imminent risk of 
accidents is due to the use of cell phones in 
traffic. It dramatically decreases the driver's 

reaction time while the vehicle remains in 
motion. We performed the tests and physics 

calculations in the classroom using a ruler and 
realized that in order to handle the cell phone 

and open a message, the driver loses in 
average 4.5 seconds ... if he is at a speed of 
30km/h, he will travel a distance up to 34.8 

meters before stepping on the brake.



(The text on) the front of the leaflet 
was the result of our research on 

parents' behavior around the school.
Based on the result of the major 
(traffic) infractions committed by 

them, we emphasize (driving) 
behavior (the way they drive) and 

respect for the pedestrian.
There was great feedback because 
the school received several emails 
and the () team received parents’ 

comments on the importance of this 
awareness (movement).

So, we used the leaflet but it did not 
work by itself.

We delivered performances, sang 
and interacted with drivers and 

passersby.



The students themselves 
developed a blog and a 
facebook page about the 
project and they update 
them weekly.



Partnership
“Yellow May”

#mychoicemakesthedifference



Students studied the Yellow May Initiative 
Campaign and were very happy when they 

realized that the emphasis was the same as 
that proposed by them regarding cell 

phone use.

Yellow may          Attention for life



The blitz on the avenue, which is closed on Sundays 
for walkers (and cyclists), was really cool! We sang 
the parody songs the ninth graders composed. We 

also delivered performances to call the people’s 
attention and they stopped to listen to us. We took 
the advantage to collect signatures for the petition 
and many praised our initiatives for a safer traffic!



The idea was 
a great success!

A large number 
of people was 

able to 
participate in the 

petition and 
praised our 
initiative!

They said they 
agreed that 

action was utterly 
needed to ensure 

greater traffic 
safety in the city.



The group performed a parody 
song of a well-known hit! The 

version talked about how much 
the driver should be responsible 
for his own and the collectivity 

security!





We also talked 
a City Hall 

team 
responsible for 
organizing the 

traffic and 
asked them to 

take part in
our petition!



Our performances were funny and, as a joke, we got a fine because 
our driver was on the cell phone and our traffic light turned red.



When the idea 
came up we 

thought that it 
would be very 
good but the 

result 
exceeded our 
expectation 
because the 
public was 

very receptive 
and we could 

collected 
many 

signatures.



Among the actions, the students applied reaction testing so that 
people could understand the risk of using the cell phone while driving.



Teaching 
children to 

take action in 
traffic!

Our idea was to make the students little traffic wardens! They did a simple 
interview with their parents about responsible traffic behavior. They even 
conducted traffic safety research! Everyone got involved and “had a great 

time” with such a serious issue!

!





The students who won the contest that 
rewarded the students who participated 

in the research. The students were 
supposed to interview their parents 

about traffic behavior.



We could even bring the 
Traffic Safety Team

to present a puppet show on 
the traffic lights and

the pedestrian crossing!



Our idea of bringing the traffic 
safety responsible area was to 

bring the children closer to these 
traffic wardens and help them 
start to understand that they 

represent authority and work for 
the benefit of everyone.



Link para matéria da TvTem – Rede Globo exibida em 
03/05/2017. Tema: “Campanha maio amarelo chama atenção 
para trânsito e número de acidentes”

The partnership with the 
international Initiative "Maio 
Amarelo" (Yellow May), also 

added value to our project that 
gained attention from the local 
media that came to cover one 

of our actions.

http://g1.globo.com/sp/bauru-marilia/tem-noticias-2edicao/videos/t/edicoes/v/campanha-maio-amarelo-chama-atencao-para-transito-e-numero-de-acidentes/5847003/


Projeto na Educação Infantil

Winning slogan from a second year high school student for the Children’s 
Education banner: Let's play safety in traffic? It's your turn now!



We have developed and given the students 
activities about traffic.



It was great to see the younger students explaining 
what they understood about our approaches to traffic 

safety



We selected the best cartoons 

developed by 7th grade students.



Ideas that do not 
exclude the little ones, 
believing in our future 

drivers!
We worked together 
with the Children’s 

Education team on the 
zebra crossing and the 

traffic lights 
importance!



One of our ideas transformed into initiative was the “kids 
street”. The “big” students painted it on the floor and the 

“small” ones were able to interact with traffic by 
understanding the importance of the zebra crossings..



Inauguration of the “kids street” - we worked on the importance of paying attention to the 
traffic lights and crossing the street using the pedestrian lane.

It was really fun to interact with the smaller students and take part in their education!
It was worth all the effort!

!



We learned with our idea of working with the kindergarten students that, it 
is never too early to teach education and respect in traffic.



Interview at Emdurb (the company responsible for the traffic in our city).
We personally presented our project and petition with over seven thousand 

signatures



Interview with Mr. Elizeu Eclair Teixeira Borges
President of EMDURB





It was very nice to have contact with such 
authorities and to question insecurity in the 

school surroundings and
present our public petition.



Taking safety to traffic because, at the end of 
the day, every driver is pedestrian.



More than handing out leaflets, an action to change 
the drivers’ mindset – especially because they were 

mostly our parents!













Interview with City 
Councilor Roger 

Barude

“City Council of Bauru”

Presentation of the Public Petition and 
project on greater security in transit 

around all the schools of our city.





Truly impressed with our project and number of signatures 
collected, the City Councilor indicated our project to an 

honorable motion.



Interview with the Mayor of Bauru
Clodoaldo Gazzettta

“Mayor's Office - Cerejeiras Square”



Submission of the Public Petition, with a total of 7,749 signatures,
requesting improvement in the signaling and a greater security for the school passersby 

in the surroundings of all the schools of the city.



Impressed by our presentation, interview, project and the total number of 
signatures on the petition organized by Elementary II School students, the 

Mayor indicated our project to the City Council to become a draft bill so that 
the whole would benefit from.



On the next day the City Hall itself made an 
official comment in the press regarding both 

the interview and project.



Students who excelled in the production of ideas and actions





Vencedores das paródias musicais  e clips



Winning mascot that will 
accompany the sequence 

of actions this year.



2017 "Project Organizers" Team - The biggest 
lesson was learning that we are already citizens!



The end


